r The lateral habenula (LHb) has been implicated in regulation of drug-seeking behaviours through aversion-mediated learning.
Introduction
The lateral habenula (LHb) is an epithalamic nucleus that has been importantly implicated in aversion-mediated behaviour and learning (Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2007 . The LHb receives inputs from limbic, basal ganglia and cortical areas and sends an excitatory projection to the rostromedial tegmental nucleus (RMTg), which in turn sends GABAergic inhibitory inputs to the dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA; Jhou et al. 2009b; Hikosaka, 2010; Hong et al. 2011; Barrot et al. 2012; Bourdy & Barrot, 2012) . LHb neurons respond with excitation to cues predicting negative events and to aversive outcomes (Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2007 . Acting through the LHb-RMTg-VTA circuit, excitation of neurons in the LHb results in inhibition of VTA dopaminergic neurons (Christoph et al. 1986; Ji & Shepard, 2007; Jhou et al. 2009a) . Also, activation of this pathway causes acute behavioural avoidance (Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2011; Stamatakis & Stuber, 2012) and aversive conditioning (Shumake et al. 2010; Friedman et al. 2011; Lammel et al. 2012; Stamatakis & Stuber, 2012) .
Drugs of abuse have both rewarding and aversive properties that respectively promote and inhibit further drug-seeking behaviour (Gilpin & Koob, 2008; Riley, 2011; Verendeev & Riley, 2013) . The role of the LHb in regulating aversion-mediated learning extends to regulation of drug-seeking behaviours (Friedman et al. 2010; Jhou et al. 2013; Khaled et al. 2014) . In rodent models, infusion of cocaine causes an initial suppression of LHb neuronal firing, followed by a delayed period of excitation in some LHb neurons (Jhou et al. 2013) . This pattern of neural firing parallels the time course of cocaine effects: while initially rewarding, the drug subsequently causes aversion that can be blocked by optogenetic inhibition of RMTg neurons (Jhou et al. 2013) . Furthermore, electrical stimulation of the LHb decreases cocaine self-administration and accelerates extinction of this behaviour (Friedman et al. 2010) . Together, these results show that excitation of the LHb-RMTg circuit, whether driven by exogenous stimulation or the pharmacological effects of cocaine, results in aversive conditioning and suppression of further drug-seeking behaviour.
As for other drugs of misuse, ethanol consumption is also associated with both rewarding and aversive effects. The latter include sedation and motor impairment, as well as delayed hangover-like effects (Schulteis & Liu, 2006; Schramm-Sapyta et al. 2010) . Importantly, sensitivity to these aversive effects appears to play an important role in regulating voluntary ethanol intake. In mice, the magnitude of an ethanol-induced conditioned taste aversion (CTA) is inversely correlated with voluntary ethanol intake (Broadbent et al. 2002; Green & Grahame, 2008) . A similar relationship may regulate ethanol intake in humans, as lower sensitivity to the negative effects of alcohol predicts higher risk for developing an alcohol use disorder (Schuckit, 1994; Trim et al. 2009; King et al. 2011 King et al. , 2014 .
Our lab recently showed that electrolytic lesions of the LHb in rats accelerate escalation of voluntary ethanol consumption and increase operant ethanol self-administration (Haack et al. 2014) . Moreover, these lesions decrease taste aversion induced by ethanol (Haack et al. 2014) . These data show that the LHb regulates ethanol-seeking behaviours and further raise the possibility that this regulation may be mediated by LHb-dependent aversion learning. However, firing patterns of LHb neurons during ethanol-induced aversion have not been characterized.
To address this gap in our current understanding, we performed electrophysiological recordings from LHb neurons in rats before and after ethanol-induced CTA to saccharin. Our results show that induction of CTA results in elevated basal firing rates and enhanced stimulus-evoked responses in LHb neurons. Moreover, we found that lesion of the LHb blocked ethanol-induced CTA in our operant task. Together, our results show that increased firing in LHb neurons is important for expression of ethanol-induced CTA, strongly suggesting that changes in LHb activity may modulate voluntary ethanol intake and escalation over time.
Methods

Experimental animals
Adult male Long-Evans rats (n = 18, 250-300 g and 3 months old upon receipt, Charles-River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA, USA) were singly housed for the duration of experiments. Rats were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle and all behavioural training and testing was done during the light phase. All procedures were approved by the University of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in compliance with National Institutes of Health standards.
Overview of experiments
Our study included three experiments. In Experiment 1, we carried out electrophysiological recordings of LHb neuron firing before and after water-deprived rats (n = 6) were trained in an operant CTA paradigm. In Experiment 2, which was carried out in the same group of rats, we recorded LHb neuron firing during operant responding for water or unsignalled delivery of quinine, an unconditioned aversive taste stimulus. Experiment 2 started 2 days after completion of the CTA recording sessions. In Experiment 3, we determined whether the LHb is required for behavioural expression of CTA in our operant paradigm. In this experiment, the behaviour of water-deprived sham-or LHb-lesioned rats (n = 6 per group) was measured before and after exposure to the operant CTA paradigm. The CTA paradigm used in Experiments 1 and 3 was identical (Fig. 1) .
All rats were first trained in a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) task for a water reward, and then underwent electrode implantation (Experiments 1 and 2) or electrolytic LHb/sham lesion (Experiment 3) surgeries. After recovery from surgery, these rats were trained and tested in an operant CTA paradigm in which the conditioned stimulus (CS), a saccharin solution (0.125%), was paired with a single I.P. injection of the unconditioned stimulus (US), ethanol (1.5 g kg −1 ). Electrophysiological recording (Experiment 1) and behavioural testing (Experiments 1 and 3) took place during operant responding for the CS before and after pairing with the US. Details for all the experimental procedures are described in the sections below.
Behavioural training and testing FR1 training. Rats were first trained to perform an FR1 operant response to obtain water (3 s access) from a lick spout. Training and testing took place in operant chambers equipped with a single retractable lever and an adjacent photobeam lickometer (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA), which detected lick times. Rats were water-deprived for 24 h before training and testing sessions to motivate operant responding.
In the FR1 task, each trial started with a cue presentation (lever extension). If the rat pressed the lever within 30 s following lever extension, it retracted, and the rat then had 20 s in which to begin licking at the adjacent lick spout (Fig. 1B) . Licking within this interval resulted in 3 s of saccharin access (measured from the time of the first lick). Each lick delivered ß50 μl of the saccharin solution by activation of a syringe pump. The next trial started with lever extension after a randomized intertrial interval of 4-12 s (Fig. 1B) . The intertrial interval was measured from the last detected lick; any licking during this period reset the intertrial interval.
Failure to lever press within 30 s of lever extension or to start licking the lick spout within 20 s of a successful lever press resulted in an unsuccessful trial in which saccharin delivery was omitted. To encourage successful trial completion, each unsuccessful trial was followed by a longer intertrial interval (20-50 s; Fig. 1B ).
FR1 training for water reward continued in daily 1 h sessions until operant responding plateaued (<10% change in number of responses per hour across three consecutive sessions). Rats were then implanted with electrode arrays directed to the LHb (Experiments 1 and 2) or underwent sham/LHb lesions (Experiment 3) and after a 1 week recovery period from surgery underwent training and testing in the CTA paradigm.
CTA paradigm. Prior to training in the CTA paradigm, rats were given a few drops of saccharin solution (0.125%) in the home cage to reduce neophobia. CTA experiments were conducted over five successive days, on which each rat completed a total of three 1 h FR1 sessions in which the CS (saccharin solution) served as a reward. These sessions were conducted every other day on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday schedule. On intervening days, rats completed an FR1 operant paradigm for water (Fig. 1A) . Immediately after completion of the first FR1 session for saccharin (Day 1, Monday), control injection of saline (0.9% saline, I.P.) was given in the home cage. Behavioural testing (Experiments 1 and 3) and electrophysiological recording (Experiment 1) was performed during the next saccharin session (Day 3, Wednesday). We refer to this session throughout the paper as the 'pre-CTA' session. Immediately after completing this session, rats were injected with ethanol (1.5 g kg −1 of 20% ethanol, I.P.) in the home cage. This dose of ethanol is sufficient to cause robust CTA (Morales et al. 2014) . Electrophysiological recording was again performed during the third and final saccharin session (Day 5, Friday). We refer to this session throughout the paper as the 'CTA' session (Fig. 1A) . In Experiment 1, we compared the behavioural performance and neural firing in the LHb during the pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions; in Experiment 3, we compared the behavioural performance in sham-vs. LHb-lesioned animals during the same sessions.
Surgery
For both implantation and lesion surgery, inhalational anaesthesia was induced and maintained using isoflurane (5% and 2-3% for induction and maintenance, respectively). Following surgery, rats were allowed to recover with ad libitum access to food and water in the home cage for 1 week.
Electrode implantation (Experiments 1 and 2).
A midline incision was made in the scalp and a craniotomy was performed. Next, screws were anchored in the skull at four locations and a small hole was drilled for the ground wire. The dura was then carefully removed from the cranial window and a 16-wire electrode array (Innovative Neurophysiology Inc., Durham, NC, USA) was targeted to the LHb (anteroposterior, −3.5 mm; mediolateral, 0.7 mm; ventral, −5.1 mm relative to bregma). The electrode array was composed of 35 μm tungsten wires arranged in a 4 × 4 pattern. Finally, dental cement was applied around the craniotomy and skull screws to stably fix the implanted array onto the skull.
Electrolytic lesions (Experiment 3).
After exposing the skull, burr holes were drilled bilaterally over the LHb. Next, bilateral electrolytic lesions were produced by passing current (0.5 mA, 10 s) through a stainless steel electrode (AM Systems, Sequim, WA) lowered into each LHb (anteroposterior, −3.7 mm; mediolateral, 0.7 mm; ventral, −5.4 mm relative to bregma). For sham-lesioned rats, electrodes were lowered to the same stereotaxic coordinates but no current was passed.
Neuronal recording (Experiments 1 and 2)
Neuronal signals were recorded with a unity head stage amplifier, amplified 10,000-fold and captured digitally using commercial hardware and software (Plexon Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA). A single channel without discernible units was assigned as a reference electrode. Single units were identified by thresholding with a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 and by using principal component analysis to resolve individual units by waveform shape, interspike interval and firing characteristics. Neurons were further sorted offline (Offline Sorter, Plexon Instruments).
Analysis of LHb neural firing before and after CTA (Experiment 1)
Analysis focused on comparing firing of LHb neurons in pre-CTA (n = 80 neurons) vs. CTA (n = 78 neurons) sessions. The number of neurons recorded in each rat was similar (average = 13 ± 1 neurons per animal). In all analyses, all neurons recorded in the LHb were used to determine the population average firing rates (for baseline, cue presentation, lever press and consumption-evoked firing rates) and to construct the corresponding population rate histograms. Analyses of neural firing were performed using Neuroexplorer (Nex Technologies, Madison, AL, USA) and Sigmaplot. Parametric statistical tests were performed on data which had a normal distribution; otherwise corresponding non-parametric tests were performed.
Comparing firing rates between pre-CTA and CTA sessions. For analyses of all stimulus-evoked firing (i.e. for cue-, lever press-and consumption-evoked firing), the firing rate of each neuron in response to a specific stimulus was normalized to its baseline firing rate (1 s window before cue presentations), to ensure that neurons with exceptionally high firing rates did not skew calculations of mean firing rates. The 1 s window before cue presentations was used to measure baseline firing rates as the rats were not performing any operant or consummatory behaviour during this period.
For cue-and lever press-evoked firing, firing rates during the 500 ms window immediately after each event (0-500 ms after cue presentation or lever press) were used to quantify firing related to these events.
To measure consumption-related neural activity, normalized mean firing rates were calculated during the 3 s interval in which consumption occurred (i.e. the 3 s interval starting with the first rewarded lick after the lever press). Firing rates were also calculated for 'dry licks' occurring during the 3 s interval immediately after saccharin availability ceased.
Mann-Whitney Rank sum tests were used to determine differences in neural firing for pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions for baseline firing, lever press-and consumption-evoked firing rates, and for dry licks. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine differences in normalized cue-evoked firing rates of all recorded LHb neurons for trials with or without a subsequent lever press response in both pre-CTA and CTA sessions.
Normalized peri-event histograms (PEHs) were constructed around behavioural events of interest by dividing the raw firing rate value for each bin (50 ms) by the average baseline firing rate. The resulting PEHs were smoothed with a Gaussian filter (width = 3 bins). The population PEHs included all of the individual neuron histograms constructed around each behavioural event of interest.
Population analysis of firing responses in pre-CTA and CTA sessions. We also determined the percentage of recorded neurons showing statistically significant stimulus-evoked (i.e. cue-, lever press-or consumption-evoked) inhibitions or excitations in pre-CTA and CTA sessions. For each neuron, a paired t test was used to compare stimulus-evoked firing rates with baseline firing rates for all trials. Neurons in which stimulus-evoked firing was significantly higher or lower than the baseline rate (P < 0.05) were identified as excited or inhibited, respectively. Chi-square tests were then used to compare the number of significantly modulated neurons in each category (inhibitory and excitatory responses) for each behavioural event in pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions.
Correlation of firing rate to behaviour. We also undertook an analysis to determine if stimulus-evoked firing was correlated with behavioural responding. In this analysis, we first determined if cue-evoked firing rates of individual LHb neurons were correlated with latency to lever press after lever extension on each trial. For each neuron, a correlation coefficient (Pearson's coefficient, r value) quantifying the strength of association between the neuron's cue-evoked firing rate and the rat's latency to lever press was determined. Trials in which the rats did not press the lever following lever extension were not included in this analysis.
Using values calculated in the analysis above, we compared the distribution of these correlations for the population of LHb neurons recorded in pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions. To do so, we constructed histograms using r values from the correlations calculated in the previous step. We first analysed the shift in the distribution of r values for pre-CTA as well as CTA sessions from the midline of the histogram using a one sample signed rank test. We then compared the distribution of r values between pre-CTA and CTA sessions using signed rank tests. The relationship between lever press-evoked firing rates and behavioural latency to initiate licking after each lever press was evaluated in an identical manner.
Recording and analysis of LHb responses to quinine (Experiment 2)
After rats completed the CTA paradigm we conducted an additional experiment to assess LHb responses to an unconditioned aversive stimulus, quinine. Rats first underwent daily FR1 training sessions over 3-4 days in which water was delivered as the reward. Subsequently, these rats were switched to a paradigm in which quinine was probabilistically delivered in an unsignalled manner on 25% of the trials. Rats performed three such sessions on consecutive days in which the concentration of the quinine solution was successively increased with each session (0.5, 1 and 3 mM). Neural firing in LHb was recorded for the final session, in which 3 mM quinine solution was delivered.
Differences in licking frequency during quinine and water consumption were analysed using paired t tests. A signed rank test was used to determine the differences between the firing rates of all LHb neurons recorded during quinine and water consumption. Population histograms were constructed as described above.
Histology
Rats were deeply anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (150 mg kg −1 , I.P.) and transcardially perfused with saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution. Brains were cryoprotected, sectioned at 50 μm and stained with cresyl violet. For rats with LHb implants, recording sites were identified under a light microscope using locations of electrode tracks and tips.
For rats with LHb lesions, the extent of damage to the LHb was determined by comparison of the sections with a reference atlas (Paxinos & Watson, 2007) by an observer J Physiol 595.4 blind to behavioural results. We were conservative in using lesion coordinates that largely confined damage to the LHb and spared neighbouring structures. Nonetheless, some lesion sites encroached upon the medial habenula (MHb). To determine if damage to this structure contributed to CTA behavioural parameters, we quantified the extent of this damage in each lesioned animal. Rats were then divided into high and low damage groups by performing a median split of these data. A t test was done to compare all the CTA behavioural parameters measured (post-CTA/pre-CTA values) between the two groups.
Results
Histological verification
In rats with LHb electrode array implants, inspection of Nissl-stained sections showed that array placements were confined to the LHb in six rats ( Fig. 2A, C) ; only data from these rats were included in results reported below. In one rat, the electrode array placement was outside LHb; data from this rat were not analysed.
In rats with electrolytic lesions in the LHb, an analysis of the anteroposterior and mediolateral extent of the lesions showed that they were centred in and largely confined to the LHb (Fig. 2B, D) . We did not find evidence of damage to the fasciculus retroflexus (ventral to LHb) in lesioned rats.
Behavioural results
After conditioning with an aversive dose of ethanol (1.5 g kg −1 ), LHb implanted rats showed a strong taste aversion to saccharin solution (in CTA sessions) unlike in baseline sessions (pre-CTA sessions). The average number of trials successfully completed in CTA sessions was significantly lower than those completed in pre-CTA sessions ( Fig. 3A ; 31 ± 12 vs. 165 ± 17 trials; P = 0.001). After conditioning, the frequency of trial initiation was reduced, as fewer cue presentations were followed by an operant response ( Fig. 3B ; 40 ± 10% of cue presentations were followed by a lever press during CTA sessions vs. 89 ± 6% being followed by a lever press in pre-CTA sessions; P = 0.004). Also, the percentage of trials in which lever presses were followed by a lick event was significantly reduced in CTA sessions ( Fig. 3C ; 86 ± 4 vs. 99 ± 0.5%; P = 0.03). Furthermore, after conditioning, trials that were completed successfully were typically completed more slowly: there was a significant increase in the latency to lever press after cue presentation ( Fig. 3D ; 7.8 ± 1.7 vs. 2.6 ± 0.7 s; P = 0.04) and in the latency to lick after pressing the lever ( Fig. 3E; 1.3 ± 0.2 vs. 1.0 ± 0.1 s; P = 0.03). Conditioning did not significantly alter the licking frequency during saccharin consumption (Fig. 3F , including left inset; 3.1 ± 0.6 Hz in CTA sessions vs. 4.0 ± 0.6 Hz during pre-CTA sessions; P = 0.06) or during 'dry licks' that followed termination of saccharin availability (Fig. 3F , including right inset; 1.0 ± 0.3 Hz during CTA sessions vs. 1.1 ± 0.3 Hz during pre-CTA sessions; P = 0.9). Overall, these results show that I.P. injection of ethanol conditioned a significant taste aversion to saccharin that was evident in multiple measures of operant responding.
Baseline firing rates in pre-CTA and CTA sessions Ethanol-induced CTA significantly increased baseline firing rates in LHb neurons. The average baseline firing rates from all recorded LHb neurons during pre-CTA sessions was 7.8 ± 0.6 Hz whereas baseline firing rates were 12.5 ± 1 Hz during CTA sessions (Fig. 4 , P < 0.001).
Cue-evoked firing rates in pre-CTA and CTA sessions Cue presentation (lever extension) evoked phasic inhibition (Fig. 5A) , excitation (Fig. 5B, D and E) or no significant change in the firing rates of LHb neurons. To identify CTA effects on these firing patterns, we compared cue-evoked excitatory and inhibitory responses in LHb neurons during pre-CTA and CTA sessions. To determine if the presence of an operant response affected neural firing, we further divided trials occurring within each session into those in which the rat completed a lever press and those in which it failed to do so. During pre-CTA sessions, for trials in which rats pressed the lever, 23% (n = 18) of the recorded neurons (n = 80) were significantly inhibited and 11% (n = 9) were significantly excited by cue presentation (Fig. 5C , left panel; 66% of neurons did not respond significantly to cue presentation). For trials of the same type occurring during CTA sessions, only 8% (6 of 73) of the LHb neurons were significantly inhibited by cue presentation, whereas 18% (n = 13) were significantly excited by this stimulus (Fig. 5C , right panel; 74% of neurons did not respond significantly to cue presentation). The decrease in the percentage of inhibited neurons in the CTA sessions vs. pre-CTA sessions was significant (P = 0.03), whereas change in the percentage of neurons showing cue-evoked excitation was not (P = 0.36).
In trials in which rats did not press the lever after cue presentation, cue-evoked excitation was the most common response in LHb neurons during both pre-CTA (Fig. 5D ) and CTA sessions (Fig. 5E ). For this category of trials, the percentage of significantly excited neurons changed from 20% (9 of 46 neurons recorded) in the pre-CTA session to 43% (26 of 61 neurons recorded) in CTA sessions (Fig. 5F , left vs. right panels; P = 0.03). No neurons were significantly inhibited in pre-CTA sessions while one neuron was significantly inhibited in CTA sessions ( Fig. 5F ; no significant difference, P = 0.88).
To analyse the effects of subsequent operant responding on cue-evoked firing rates in more detail, we statistically compared trials with and without lever presses for both pre-CTA and CTA sessions. In CTA sessions, the number of significantly inhibited neurons following cue presentations was low independent of whether rats did or did not press the lever (data shown in right panels of Fig. 5C vs. 5F; P = 0.19). However, operant responding did significantly impact pre-CTA sessions: firing in a larger percentage of neurons was significantly inhibited following cue presentations when rats subsequently pressed the lever (Fig. 5C and F, left panels; P = 0.002). For significantly excited neurons following cue presentations, the percentage was similar for pre-CTA sessions independent of the presence or absence of a lever press (left panels of Fig. 5C and F; P = 0.29). However, a larger percentage of neurons were significantly excited in CTA sessions for cue presentation when the rats did not press the lever (Fig. 5C and F, right panel; P = 0.003).
We next compared the patterns of average cue-evoked firing rate in all recorded LHb neurons in pre-CTA and CTA sessions. In pre-CTA sessions, in trials in which cue presentation was followed by a lever press, the mean cue-evoked LHb firing rate was very similar to the baseline firing rate ( Fig. 5G ; 98 ± 1% of baseline firing rate). In CTA sessions, in trials in which cue presentation was followed by a lever press, the mean cue-evoked LHb firing rate was transiently and slightly elevated relative to baseline firing rates ( Fig. 5G ; 104 ± 2% of baseline firing rate).
For trials in which cue presentation was not followed by a lever press, LHb response patterns were quite differentan increase in firing rate was observed in both pre-CTA and CTA sessions. In pre-CTA sessions, the average cue-evoked firing rate of LHb neurons was elevated relative to baseline firing ( Fig. 5H ; 110 ± 3% of baseline firing rate). Similarly, in CTA sessions the average cue-evoked firing rate of LHb neurons was higher relative to baseline ( Fig. 5H ; 114 ± 2% of baseline firing rate).
We found that both conditioning and the presence of an operant response had significant effects on cue-evoked firing rates in LHb neurons. On trials in which an operant response occurred, firing rates were significantly lower ( Fig. 5I ; main effect of lever press, F 1,255 = 24.1, Figure 3. Intraperitoneal alcohol injection causes a robust conditioned taste aversion Bar graphs (mean ± SEM) show pre-CTA (blue) and CTA (red) session values for behavioural parameters in rats (n = 6). CTA training significantly decreased: A, the number of completed trials; B, the percentage of cue presentations followed by lever press (LP); and C, the percentage of lever presses followed by licking. CTA training also significantly increased the latency to: D, LP after cue presentation; and E, initiate licking after LP. F, average licking frequency (mean ± SEM) in pre-CTA (mean shown in blue, shading indicates SEM) and CTA sessions (red line and shading) for saccharin. Shaded grey region above the x-axis shows the duration of saccharin delivery and dotted vertical line at 3 s shows cessation of saccharin delivery. CTA training did not cause a significant change in licking frequency during saccharin consumption (left inset, 0-3 s) or during post-consumption licking ('dry licks'; right inset, 3-6 s) in CTA vs. pre-CTA sessions. * P ࣘ 0.05, * * P ࣘ 0.01, * * * P ࣘ 0.001. P < 0.001). Also, firing rates were significantly higher after conditioning ( Fig. 5I ; main effect of CTA, F 1,255 = 5.5, P = 0.02). There was no significant interaction of conditioning and operant responding (F 1,255 = 0.5, P = 0.48).
Cue-evoked firing rate and latency to lever press
The analysis described above showed that cue-evoked firing rates were different in the presence or absence of an operant response. To further explore the relationship between LHb firing and behaviour, we next determined whether cue-evoked firing rates were correlated with the latency to lever press on a trial-by-trial basis. In pre-CTA sessions, the distribution of r values relating the magnitude of cue-evoked firing to response latency was not significantly different from 0, showing that, at the population level, there was no significant correlation between these variables ( Fig. 6A ; median = 0.00237, P = 0.25). In contrast, during CTA sessions a majority of LHb neurons (86%) showed a positive correlation between firing rate and latency to lever press (Fig. 6B ). This distribution of r values was significantly right-shifted (median = 0.141, P < 0.001). Also, direct comparison of pre-CTA and CTA sessions showed that the distributions of r values differed significantly (P < 0.001).
Lever press-evoked firing rates in pre-CTA and CTA sessions
In pre-CTA sessions, lever pressing was associated with inhibition (or no change in firing rates) but was never associated with excitation (Fig. 7A, C) . During CTA sessions, inhibition was less common and some neurons were excited (Fig. 7B, C) . The percentage of LHb neurons that were significantly inhibited following the lever press decreased from 78% (57 of 73 neurons recorded) in pre-CTA sessions to 36% (27 of 76 neurons) in CTA sessions ( Fig. 7C ; P < 0.001). While there were no neurons which were significantly excited by lever press in the pre-CTA session, 11% (n = 8) of the neurons in the CTA session were significantly excited, a significant increase ( Fig. 7C ; P = 0.01).
Histograms of the population firing rate of LHb neurons following lever press during pre-CTA and CTA sessions showed that substantial inhibition occurred during both types of session (Fig. 7D) . However, the magnitude of this inhibition was significantly larger in pre-CTA sessions relative to CTA sessions ( Fig. 7E ; 21 ± 2 vs. 9 ± 3% decrease from baseline during pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions, respectively; P = 0.002).
Lever press-evoked firing rate and latency to start licking To determine if the magnitude of lever press-evoked neural responses in LHb was correlated with the latency to start licking, we analysed the correlation of these variables on a trial-by-trial basis. In pre-CTA sessions, the distribution of r values was slightly but significantly right-shifted, and a majority of neurons were associated with positive r values ( Fig. 8A ; median = 0.0496, P < 0.001). In CTA sessions, the rightward shift was more pronounced, and 76% (n = 58) of neurons were associated with positive r values ( Fig. 8B ; median = 0.122, P < 0.001). Direct comparison of the distribution of pre-CTA and CTA r values confirmed a larger rightward shift in CTA sessions (P = 0.01).
Neuronal responses during saccharin consumption
During saccharin consumption, LHb neurons responded heterogeneously, with both inhibition (Fig. 9A) and excitation ( Fig. 9B ) apparent in pre-CTA and CTA sessions. However, the percentage of significantly inhibited and excited neurons differed dramatically between these sessions. While inhibition predominated during saccharin consumption in pre-CTA sessions (30 of 77 neurons were inhibited and 7 were excited), excitation was more and CTA session (B) for trials in which lever press (LP) followed cue presentation. In the peri-event raster, green markers (aligned vertically at 0 s) indicate the time of cue presentation (lever out) and the pink markers indicate the time at which the LP occurred. Pink markers are absent from B as no LP occurred within 1 s of cue presentation in the CTA session. C, bar graphs indicate the percentage of neurons with significant cue-evoked responses (orange bars for neurons with increased firing rates relative to baseline, E; yellow bars for neurons with decreased firing rates, I) for trials in which cues were followed by a LP. D and E, examples of cue-evoked LHb neuronal responses in pre-CTA (D) and CTA (E) sessions for trials in which cue presentation (green markers) was not followed by LP. F, bar graphs indicate the percentage of neurons with significant cue-evoked responses for trials in which cues were not followed by LP, following the same conventions as in C. # Significant change in percentage of neurons in each category in comparison with the same category of neurons in C. G, average cue-evoked firing rates for all recorded LHb neurons for trials in which cue presentation was followed by a LP. Firing rates are shown as a percentage of baseline firing rates. Mean firing rates are represented by the thick lines (blue for pre-CTA and red for CTA) while shaded regions indicate SEM. H, average cue-evoked firing rates for trials in which cue presentation was not followed by LP. I, bar graphs comparing cue-evoked firing rates for trials with and without LP in pre-CTA (blue) and CTA sessions (red). # P ࣘ 0.05, ## P ࣘ 0.01, * P ࣘ 0.05, * * * P ࣘ 0.001.
common during this interval in CTA sessions ( Fig. 9C ; 7 of 78 neurons were inhibited and 23 were excited). Thus, the percentage of inhibited neurons decreased due to conditioning ( Fig. 9C ; P < 0.001) while the percentage of excited neurons increased significantly ( Fig. 9C ; P = 0.003). During saccharin consumption in pre-CTA sessions, the population response showed a biphasic pattern of slight excitation followed by inhibition ( Fig. 9D ; t = 0-3 s). In the 3 s after saccharin availability (t = 3-6 s; i.e. 'dry licks' period), firing rates drifted slightly higher than baseline rates. During saccharin consumption in CTA sessions, the average neuronal response was excitation that was sustained for much of the period of consumption (Fig. 9D) . In the dry licks period, firing rates were comparable to baseline firing rates. Quantifying the mean firing rates during consumption showed that LHb neurons had significantly higher firing rates during CTA sessions as compared to pre-CTA sessions ( Fig. 9E ; 6.4 ± 2.1% above baseline vs. 1.7 ± 1.7% below baseline, respectively; 0-3 s, P = 0.01). There was no difference in average firing rate values for LHb neurons during the dry licks period in pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions ( Fig. 9E ; 2.3 ± 1.6 vs. 0.76 ± 2.0% above baseline, respectively, 3-6 s, P = 0.18).
Neuronal responses during quinine consumption
To characterize LHb firing patterns in response to an unconditioned aversive taste stimulus, we recorded neural responses during consumption of a 3 mM quinine solution or water (see Methods). The average licking frequency during quinine delivery (Hz) was slightly lower than that occurring during water consumption, but this difference was not significant ( Fig. 10A ; 2.05 ± 0.4 vs. 3.48 ± 0.9 Hz, respectively; P = 0.29). LHb neurons showed a large excitatory response during quinine consumption (Fig. 10B) . The same neurons showed a smaller, transient excitatory response during water consumption (Fig. 10B ). The magnitude of this increase in mean firing rate during quinine consumption was significantly greater than that occurring during water consumption (Fig. 10C , left panel; 18.7 ± 2.9 vs. 4.2 ± 1.7% higher than baseline, respectively; P < 0.001). This difference in firing rate occurred specifically during the consumption period and not during the dry licks period that followed after quinine and water delivery, when there was no significant difference in firing rates (Fig. 10C , right panel; 6.6 ± 2.4 vs. 4.8 ± 2.3%, respectively; P = 0.53).
Conditioned taste aversion in rats with lesions of the lateral habenula
As shown in Fig. 3 , several behavioural measures reflected the development of ethanol-induced CTA to saccharin. To directly assess the role of the LHb in the expression of CTA in this operant paradigm, we quantified and compared these CTA-related behaviours in a separate group of sham-and LHb-lesioned rats. LHb lesion markedly attenuated development of CTA as reflected in a variety of behavioural measures. First, the number of completed trials in a session decreased after conditioning in both sham-and LHb-lesioned animals ( Fig. 11A ; main effect of conditioning, F 1,10 = 23.1, P < 0.0001). However, the magnitude of the conditioning effect differed between the two groups. In sham-lesioned animals, the number of completed trials decreased more than two-fold by the conditioning (240 ± 8 trials in pre-CTA sessions vs. 96 ± 40 trials in CTA sessions). In contrast, conditioning had a much smaller effect on the number of completed trials in LHb-lesioned rats (245 ± 9 trials in pre-CTA sessions vs. 204 ± 20 trials in CTA sessions; main effect of lesion, F 1,10 = 5.3, P = 0.04 and significant interaction of conditioning × lesion, F 1,10 = 7.1, P = 0.02). Post hoc analysis confirmed
the decrease in the number of completed trials in the CTA session in the sham-lesioned group ( Fig. 11A ; P < 0.001), but there was no significant decrease in the LHb-lesioned group ( Fig. 11A ; P = 0.16). Second, the percentage of cues that were followed by a lever press decreased due to aversive conditioning in sham-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11B; 99 .4 ± 0.3% of cue presentations in pre-CTA sessions vs. 58.1 ± 17% in CTA sessions). However, conditioning had minimal effects on this measure in LHb-lesioned rats (99.9 ± 0.1% of cue presentations in pre-CTA sessions vs. 98.1 ± 1.0% in CTA sessions; main effect of conditioning, F 1,10 = 6.4, P = 0.03; main effect of lesion, F 1,10 = 5.8, P = 0.03; significant interaction of conditioning × lesion, F 1,10 = 5.4, P = 0.04). Post hoc analysis showed a significant decrease for this measure in sham-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11B ; P = 0.006) and no significant change for LHb-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11B ; P = 0.9).
The percentage of trials in which a lever press was followed by a lick decreased from pre-CTA session to CTA session for sham-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11C ; 99.8 ± 0.1 vs. 93.1 ± 3.0%) while it was nearly unchanged for LHb-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11C ; 99.9 ± 0.1 vs. 99.6 ± 0.2%; main effect of conditioning, F 1,10 = 5.5, P = 0.04; main effect of lesion, F 1,10 = 5.1, P = 0.047; trend toward a significant interaction of conditioning × lesion, F 1,10 = 4.8, P = 0.05).
Aversive conditioning increased the latency to approach the lever in both sham-and LHb-lesioned rats (Fig. 11D , main effect of conditioning, F 1,10 = 20.8, P = 0.001). This effect was more pronounced, but not significantly different, in sham-lesioned rats (1.7 ± 0.2 vs. 5.1 ± 0.9 s for pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions) vs. LHb-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11D; 1.7 ± 0.3 vs. 2.9 ± 0.6 s; no main effect of lesion, F 1,10 = 3.1, P = 0.11; no interaction of conditioning × lesion, F 1,10 = 4.3, P = 0.07). Conditioning also increased the latency to the first lick after lever pressing in sham-lesioned rats (0.7 ± 0.1 to 1.2 ± 0.1 s) but only slightly in LHb-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11E ; 0.6 ± 0.04 to 0.7 ± 0.1 s, main effect of conditioning, F 1,10 = 11.7, P = 0.006; main effect of lesion, F 1,10 = 4.7, P = 0.05; significant interaction of conditioning × lesion, F 1,10 = 5.9, P = 0.04). Post hoc analysis confirmed a significant increase in latency to lick after lever pressing for sham-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11E ; P = 0.002) but not for LHb-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11E ; P = 0.5). Consistent with the data shown in Fig. 3F , CTA training did not affect frequency of licking in shamor LHb-lesioned rats ( Fig. 11F ; no main effect of conditioning, F 1,10 = 0.26, P = 0.62). Also, the frequency of licking was not affected by lesion of the LHb (no main effect of lesion, F 1,10 = 0.006, P = 0.94; no significant interaction between conditioning × lesion, F 1,10 = 1.09, P = 0.32). In some of the rats in the LHb-lesioned group, lesions encroached upon and damaged the MHb (Fig. 2B, D) . To determine if MHb damage affected behavioural results, we performed t tests between groups of rats with high vs. low MHb damage (median split) for all the behavioural parameters measured. Comparison of CTA-associated behaviours showed no significant differences (all P >> 0.05), suggesting that MHb damage had no impact on the behavioural effects of lesions. Pre-vs. post-CTA values were not significantly different between the high (n = 3) vs. low MHb (n = 3) damage groups for the number of completed trials (P = 0.7), the percentage of cues followed by lever press (P = 0.9), the percentage of lever presses followed by licking (P = 0.4), cue to lever press latency (P = 0.9), lever press to lick latency (P = 0.4) and licking frequency (P = 0.3).
Discussion
In the present study, we show that ethanol-induced CTA following a single pairing of saccharin with ethanol injection results in a broadly distributed elevation of firing rates in LHb neurons. After induction of CTA, baseline firing rates of LHb neurons were tonically elevated (Fig. 4) . In addition, cue-evoked, lever press-evoked and consumption-related firing rates of LHb neurons were elevated during operant responding for saccharin, the CS in the CTA paradigm (Figs 5, 7 and 9) . Furthermore, we show that LHb activity is important for the expression of CTA in our operant paradigm, as LHb lesion attenuated many behavioural indices reflecting ethanol-induced CTA (Fig. 11) . Thus, our results strongly suggest that increased firing rates in LHb neurons play a major role in the expression of ethanol-induced CTA.
Higher cue-evoked firing rates in LHb neurons during ethanol-induced CTA
We found that cue-evoked firing in LHb was modulated by aversive conditioning (Fig. 5) . Aversive conditioning resulted in more robust cue-evoked excitatory responses, which were apparent in two ways. First, the percentage of neurons that showed significant cue-evoked excitations increased after CTA relative to pre-CTA sessions (Fig. 5C,  F) . This increase was accompanied by a parallel decrease in the percentage of neurons that showed significant cue-evoked inhibitions (Fig. 5C) . Second, average cue-evoked firing rates in LHb neurons increased after exposure to the CTA paradigm (Fig. 5G-I) . Thus, CTA resulted in an overall shift in cue-evoked neuronal responses in the LHb, away from inhibition and towards excitation and higher firing rates.
In addition to these effects of aversive conditioning, the magnitude of cue-evoked firing correlated with the presence (or absence) of an operant response following J Physiol 595.4 cue presentation (Fig. 5) . Significantly higher cue-evoked firing rates occurred on trials in which no subsequent operant response was made to that cue. This effect was independent of conditioning and was evident both before and after ethanol-induced CTA (Fig. 5G-I) .
The link between cue-evoked firing and operant responding was further apparent in an analysis of the correlation between cue-evoked firing rates and response latencies (Fig. 6) . After aversive conditioning, firing rates in the majority of LHb neurons were significantly correlated with response latencies (apparent as a rightward shift in the distribution of r values, Fig. 6B ). Thus, in trials in which there were lower cue-evoked LHb firing rates, rats responded more quickly while more robust cue-evoked firing was associated with a longer latency to respond to the cue with a lever press. These results were apparent in CTA (Fig. 6B) , but not pre-CTA sessions (Fig. 6A) , probably because the range of behavioural response latencies was much larger after induction of CTA (Fig. 3D) .
Overall, these results show that cue-evoked LHb firing rates were higher following aversive conditioning (Fig. 5) . Together with lesions experiments demonstrating that LHb activity is important for CTA-induced avoidance behaviours, our results strongly suggest that increased cue-evoked firing contributes to longer response latencies (Fig. 3D ) and reduced frequency of trial initiation and completion after CTA training (Fig. 3A, B) . Cue-evoked LHb activity appears to play a critical role in ensuring that behavioural responding is inhibited or suppressed when expected action outcomes are negative Hikosaka, 2010; Proulx et al. 2014) . Decreased lever press-evoked inhibition in LHb neurons during ethanol-induced CTA CTA was associated with changes in lever press-evoked responses in LHb neurons that were similar to those occurring in cue-evoked responses. Lever press-evoked inhibition was more common in pre-CTA sessions, while CTA induction shifted responses toward more excitation and less inhibition (Fig. 7C ). In addition, the firing rates of lever press-evoked responses were significantly correlated with latencies to start consumption following lever press (Fig. 8) . As for cue-evoked responses, this pattern of lever press-evoked firing is consistent with a role for the LHb in suppressing behavioural responses when outcomes are undesirable. Interestingly, inhibition predominated in LHb neurons during lever pressing even after CTA training (Fig. 7D, E) , suggesting that some inhibition of LHb neuron firing may be necessary during execution of an operant response.
Our results are broadly consistent with previous electrophysiological studies that implicate the LHb in inhibiting or suppressing behavioural responses under conditions in which aversive outcomes are expected, and suggest that increased LHb firing, in response to both cues and operant responses, underlies this functional role of the nucleus. Electrophysiological studies in non-human primates have shown that cues that predict reward cause phasic inhibition of LHb neurons, while cues that predict aversive outcomes cause phasic excitation (Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2007 . Our results parallel these findings: lever press-evoked and cue-evoked firing patterns shifted away from inhibition ( Fig. 7) and towards increased excitation (Fig. 5) , respectively, after ethanol-induced CTA training. Furthermore, increased firing rates of LHb neurons were correlated with increased behavioural response latencies in completing successive elements of the behavioural trial (Figs 6 and 8) . Our results show that even basal firing rates are elevated after CTA training (Fig. 4) . Given the suppressive effects of LHb firing on goal-directed action (Hikosaka, 2010; Shabel et al. 2012) this elevation of basal firing is likely to broadly inhibit any and all reward-directed behaviours. The association of hyperactivity in LHb neurons with models of depression (Shumake et al. 2003; Li et al. 2013 ) is consistent with this view. The elevation of baseline activity could be context dependent, and it would be interesting to determine whether it is associated specifically with the environment in which the devalued saccharin solution is available.
Excitatory responses during saccharin consumption in CTA sessions
During consumption of saccharin, LHb neurons were predominantly inhibited in pre-CTA sessions but were excited during this interval in CTA sessions (Fig. 9) , consistent J Physiol 595.4 with our overall observations of a shift in LHb neuronal responses from inhibition towards excitation after CTA training. Such excitatory responses in LHb neurons during saccharin consumption in CTA may serve to suppress VTA dopaminergic neurons downstream. Indeed, intraoral infusion of saccharin following LiCl-induced CTA causes suppression of phasic dopamine release (McCutcheon et al. 2012) .
In a separate experiment (Fig. 10) , we found that LHb neurons in thirsty rats fired at significantly higher rates during the consumption of an aversive bitter quinine solution, and at lower rates during consumption of water. Interestingly, results from this experiment showed that while higher LHb firing rates are generally associated with lower lick rates, these parameters can be dissociatedLHb firing rates differed during the interval in which tastant delivery occurred (and lick rates were higher during water delivery in this period), but LHb firing rates were nearly identical after tastant delivery stopped (even though lick rates remained persistently higher immediately after water delivery; see Fig. 10 ). These results suggest that the LHb plays an important role in translating sensory inputs into modulation of behavioural output -while increased LHb firing was associated with suppression of licking behaviour, the taste properties of the stimulus played a primary role in driving LHb firing rates.
Role of the LHb in CTA expression
Our behavioural experiments showed that the LHb is important for expression of ethanol-induced CTA. We observed that LHb lesions blocked the effects of CTA training (Fig. 11A-C ) -in rats with LHb lesions, the number of trials initiated and completed did not differ before and after CTA training. Also, LHb lesions blocked CTA-induced increases in behavioural response latencies Percentage (%) Figure 11 . LHb lesions attenuate alcohol-induced conditioned taste aversion to saccharin Bar graphs (mean ± SEM) show values of different behavioural parameters in pre-CTA and CTA sessions in sham-lesioned rats (n = 6 rats, light grey bars) vs. LHb-lesioned rats (n = 6 rats, dark grey bars). The parameters compared are: A, number of trials; B, percentage of cues followed by lever press (LP); C, percentage of lever presses followed by licking; D, latency between cue presentation and LP; E, latency between LP and licking; and F, licking frequency during saccharin consumption. * * P ࣘ 0.01, * * * P ࣘ 0.001 indicate values for post hoc tests between pre-CTA vs. CTA sessions in sham and lesioned animals. Conventions followed are same as in Fig. 3 .
at every stage of the operant paradigm (Fig. 11D, E) . Given that CTA was associated with a broad shift away from inhibition and toward excitation for both baseline and stimulus-evoked LHb responses, our results suggest that this pattern of increased excitation is required for expression of CTA-induced avoidance responses. Interestingly, there was no effect of LHb lesions on licking frequency during saccharin consumption (Fig. 11F) , although our electrophysiology experiments showed that LHb firing rates were significantly elevated during saccharin consumption in CTA (vs. pre-CTA) sessions (Fig. 9C, D) . These results suggest that changes in LHb activity, while potently regulating cue-evoked operant responses, have less pronounced effects on consummatory behaviour. This finding is in line with previous studies suggesting that consummatory behaviours, in contrast to appetitive behaviours, are largely independent of dopaminergic circuits (Kelley et al. 2005; Baldo & Kelley, 2007; Hikosaka, 2010; Salamone & Correa, 2012; Berridge & Kringelbach, 2015) .
In some rats, LHb-targeted lesions resulted in damage to the neighbouring MHb. We found that the extent of the damage to the MHb had no significant effect on CTA. However, group sizes analysed in this study were small; future studies explicitly addressing the role of the MHb in ethanol-induced CTA would be informative.
LHb efferent pathways
LHb's role in expression of ethanol-induced CTA is probably mediated through the RMTg-VTA pathway. A major excitatory projection of the LHb targets inhibitory neurons in the RMTg; these in turn primarily synapse on VTA dopamine neurons (Jhou et al. 2009a,b; Balcita-Pedicino et al. 2011) . Inhibition of LHb neurons leads to a transient increase in dopamine release in terminal regions , whereas electrical stimulation of LHb neurons inhibits VTA dopamine neurons (Christoph et al. 1986) . Dopamine signalling has been strongly implicated in driving reward-seeking behaviour (Berridge & Robinson, 1998) including instrumental responding (Salamone & Correa, 2012) . Lesioning the LHb resulted in a significant attenuation of CTA expression (Fig. 11) , demonstrating that the changes in LHb firing that we report here are important for behavioural expression of CTA. Overall, it is likely that increased LHb neuron firing after CTA exposure decreases operant responding through dopamine-dependent mechanisms, and specifically through suppression of dopamine release which is required for operant responding (Phillips et al. 2003; Roitman et al. 2004; Wassum et al. 2012) .
Another neural pathway that could contribute to the behavioural expression of CTA is the LHb-dorsal raphe pathway (Proulx et al. 2014 ). This pathway is the mammalian homologue of the ventral habenula-median raphe pathway in zebrafish (Amo et al. 2010) , which has been implicated in aversion learning (Amo et al. 2014) . Changes in tonic activity levels of serotonergic neurons in the primate dorsal raphe have been shown to encode for updated reward values (Nakamura et al. 2008; Bromberg-Martin et al. 2010) and may contribute to the changes in behavioural parameters observed during CTA sessions.
Relevance to escalation of voluntary ethanol intake
Intraperitoneal ethanol injection-induced CTA training was followed by a shift from inhibition to excitation in stimulus-evoked responses and a general elevation of baseline activity in LHb neurons. This shift in firing pattern was associated with a change from reward-directed to avoidance behaviours and lesions of the LHb attenuated these CTA-induced behaviours. Thus, our study shows that firing in LHb neurons plays an important role in the expression of ethanol-induced taste aversion behaviour.
Intraperitoneal injections of ethanol cause local irritation at the site of injection (Barry & Wallgren, 1968) , raising potential concerns that this irritation, rather than central effects, causes ethanol-induced CTA. However, there is evidence against this idea. Kiefer et al. (1980) showed that subdiaphragmatic vagotomies, which sever the major source of sensory input from the peritoneum to the brain, have no effect on ethanol-induced CTA. In that study, taste aversion induced by I.P. injection of a 1.5 g kg −1 dose of ethanol (20%, v/v; the same dose used in the current study) did not significantly differ between vagotomized and control rats. Notably, the same manipulation does attenuate CTA induced by I.P. injection of a peripheral irritant (copper sulphate; Coil et al. 1978) . Moreover, ethanol-induced CTA of comparable magnitude occurs following administration of ethanol through many different routes, including intravenous (Grupp & Stewart, 1983) , intraoral (Eckardt, 1975; Stewart & Grupp, 1986 , 1989 , intragastric (Fidler et al. 2004 ) and intracardiac (Lester et al. 1970 ) routes of administration, demonstrating that local irritation caused by I.P. ethanol injection is not required for CTA formation.
Sensitivity to ethanol's aversive effects is negatively correlated with the voluntary intake in studies of both humans and rodents (Schuckit, 1994; Broadbent et al. 2002; Green & Grahame, 2008; Trim et al. 2009; King et al. 2014) . In humans, this sensitivity further predicts the rate at which ethanol intake escalates over time, with those that are least sensitive showing patterns of progressive increase which makes them vulnerable to develop alcohol use disorders (Trim et al. 2009; King et al. 2014) . Our findings suggest that alcohol-induced LHb excitation (or lack thereof) may play a central role in regulating escalation of alcohol intake over time, and hence in development J Physiol 595.4 of alcohol use disorders. Understanding the mechanisms underlying alcohol effects on neural firing in the LHb is therefore relevant to developing novel strategies to prevent and curb excessive alcohol intake and alcohol use disorders.
